23\textsuperscript{rd} March 2015

Dear Parent/Carer

**Easter Bonnet Challenge**

As we are coming towards the Easter holidays, Mrs Skeggs has set the children an ‘Easter Bonnet Challenge’ for home learning! The task is to design and make an Easter Bonnet which your child will wear.

Each class will vote for the best two bonnets. The lucky bonnets will be entered into the whole school assembly ‘Easter Bonnet parade’ (on Thursday 2\textsuperscript{nd} April).

*A reminder to the children* – please make your bonnet as unique as possible and ensure you bring your bonnet to school by the deadline of **Wednesday 1\textsuperscript{st} April**. Your name and class must be on your bonnet. Good luck and we are so eggscited ....

Yours sincerely

Miss Foley
Deputy Head
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